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Optimum 2500
1000kg Screw Drive Platform Lift

Options
Some of the options available:

■ Mixture of glazed and steel shaft panels
available

■ Special platform sizes available

■ Automatic door openers

■ 1300mm wide landing doors

■ RAL colours

■ Key switch operation

■ Emergency autodialler or intercom

We also offer our Optimum 100 lift, a 500Kg chain drive platform lift. The lift is freestanding and has a standard
overall footprint of 1250mm wide X 1560mm long with a usable platform of 1120mm wide X 1480mm long. For
the full product range please visit our website www.abilitylifts.co.uk

Need something smaller?



We offer a range of platform sizes, for options
within healthcare, retail facilities, schools and
other venues, both new and existing, that may
need to accommodate larger or heavier loads.
The increased platform size is complimented by
the option of having landing doors that measure
up to 1300mm wide, allowing for increased
access to the platform for loads such as beds
and larger powered wheelchairs.

The lift complies with Class III Health Care
regulatory sizes, making it the ideal solution for
transporting beds and their attendants in care
homes and similar care facilities. To assist with
entering and exiting the lift, there is the option of a
hold open facility, which makes transporting larger,
more challenging loads a lot easier.

All of this, added to the benefit of just a 110mm
recess in the lower floor, make the lift the most
flexible and cost effective vertical platform lift on
the market.

■ 13 metres maximum travel serving 6 levels

■ 1000kg capacity

■ 110mm deep pit

■ Doors can be fitted on 3 sides, either hand

■ 0.15 metres/sec travel speed

■ Energy saving LED lighting in ceiling

■ 415v operation soft start and stop

■ Single press operation on landing call buttons

■ Constant pressure tactile pushes on platform

Our Optimum 2500 1000kg Screw Drive Platform Lift, offers increased
capacity, better accessibility and a robust and reliable design. The lift
is designed with the flexibility to fulfil individual requirements and fit in
to both new and existing buildings serving up to 6 different levels and a
maximum travel of 13m.

Optimum 2500
1000kg Screw Drive Platform Lift

Platform Size Vertical Hole

1400x2500 1860x2610

1400x2000 1860x2110

1100x2200 1560x2310


